Professor of Psychology, New Hampshire Stale College, Durham. In The Psychological Clinic for February, 1913, Professor Pyle makes an appeal for an organized effort to discover the feebleminded living in the country. Although it is impossible at present to determine the proportion of rural aments as compared with those in the cities, it is certain that we have a large number of physically and mentally defective children in rural and village communities who are receiving less attention than those of the same classes who happen to live in the cities. A recent careful study of the feebleminded in New Hampshire1 is very interesting with respect to its conclusion regarding the feebleminded in the country. The investigation made to discover the number of feebleminded in the state also found their geographical distribution by counties. "One of the most significant studies that can be made in the survey of these counties is the geographic distribution of the feebleminded and the proportion of the entire state population that falls within this defective class.
Since there has been a report from The large problem of institutional care for mental defectives created by the discovery of additional aments is not so hopeless as it at first seems to one who knows that even now proper segregation is not provided for all who need it. Science of course can hardly fail to discover many new cases of children needing attention when it investigates rural districts. However, the significance of public opinion, alive to such needs as a result of educational effort, must not be forgotten. Indeed the public indifference is largely due to the fact that the magnitude of the problem of feeblemindedness is just being recognized by science. It must also be remembered that as soon as a serious attack is made upon the problem all along the line there will be a rapid decrease in the offspring born to feebleminded parents.
As segregation is increased the problem must decrease. Our present situation is due to neglect resulting from not having understood the real meaning of this social problem. There is also a possibility that our progress in taking care of the morons will not depend wholly upon our ability to provide segregation. Science 
